
CSE 221: Homework 3

Due: March 3, 2011

Question 1: Let P be a process executing on a system with scheduler activa-
tions. Suppose P starts with one CPU, C0, and a large number of user-level threads,
T0, T1, . . . , Tn which are all runnable and Ti is running on C0.

(a) From the perspective of the user-level scheduler, what happens when the kernel
gives P another CPU, C1?

(b) Now, P has two CPUs, C0 and C1, executing Ti and Tj , respectively. From the
perspective of the user-level scheduler, what happens when Ti blocks in the ker-
nel?

(c) P still has two CPUs, C0 and C1, and is executing Tk and Tj , respectively. What
happens when Ti unblocks?

(d) P still has two CPUs, C0 and C1, with two threads Tx and Ty, respectively. What
happens when the kernel decides to take away C0?

(e) Now, P only has one CPU, C1, running some thread, Tz. What happens when
the kernel decides to take away C1?

(f) What technological trends make scheduler activations more useful outside of
specialized research machines?

Question 2: Early filesystems, such as FFS, ensure that filesystem metadata up-
dates are durable by using synchronous disk writes. (a) What is the biggest draw-
back to this approach? Moving from synchronous metadata updates to asynchronous
metadata updates results in different crash-recovery expectations. (b) At a high level,
how does the Log Filesystem treat meta-data differently than FFS? (c) What happens
to any meta-data updates that aren’t logged before the system crashes? SoftUpdates
take a different approach to asynchronous writes. (d) What do SoftUpdates guaran-
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tee that FFS-async does not? (e) Why do all versions of FFS (synchronous or asyn-
chronous) need to run a filesystem check after a crash before it can be used when a
SoftUpdates filesystem can run the check in the background?

Question 3: The Log-Structured File System was designed at a time when file-
systems were populated with many small mail and newsgroup files. Write-optimizing
the filesystem is great for the small files, the most commonly accessed stay in cache
and the overhead for seeking to cache-misses is relatively low. Would you expect LFS
to perform as well when hard-drive capacities continue to grow and workloads trend
toward large, streaming files? Why or why not?

Question 4: The authors of the Rio File Cache observed that performance improves
greatly if they slap a battery on the memory to make it non-volatile thereby reducing
the amount of data that needs to be written to disk. Why are the Rio authors suddenly
so worried about direct memory corruption if other filesystems also maintain buffer-
caches?

Question 5: Why can LRVM get away with a no-undo/redo log and the System R
recovery manager cannot?
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